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Abstract

Electromagnetic modelling plays a more and more important role in the study of complex systems involving Maxw
nomena, such as the interactions of radiowaves with the human body. Simulation then becomes a credible means i
making, related to the engineering of complex electromagnetic systems. To increase confidence in the models with
reality, validation and uncertainty estimation methods are needed. The different dimensions of model validation are il
through dosimetry, i.e., quantification of human exposure to electromagnetic waves.To cite this article: M.-F. Wong, J. Wiart,
C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Modélisation des interactions des ondes électromagnétiques avec les personnes. Les modèles électromagnétiques iss
des équations de Maxwell gagnent en maturité et font de la simulation une alternative crédible dans les prises de déc
aux systèmes électromagnétiques complexes. Pour renforcer la confiance en les modèles vis-à-vis de la réalité, de
de validation et d’estimation des incertitudes sont nécessaires. Différentes dimensions de la problématique de la vali
modèles sont abordées à travers la dosimétrie, ou quantification de l’exposition des personnes au champ électrom
Pour citer cet article : M.-F. Wong, J. Wiart, C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, electromagnetic (EM) models derived from different approximations of Maxwell equations are more an
used in electromagnetic systems engineering: microwave circuits and antennas embedded in their environment, electr
compatibility, propagation in random media, dosimetry. The use of simulation in place of or in complement to measu
leads to qualify the EM models in terms of validity and confidence. Validation activities aim at evaluating their accurac
their reliabilities. Prediction quality plays a crucial role in decision making related to performance, reliability, and sa
systems. The field of the interactions of EM waves with the human body is remarkable in this respect. With the trem
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development of ubiquitous wireless communications, especially mobile phones, questions have arisen about the poten
of radiowaves on health. Simulation tools have been used to assess the compliance of the radio systems with respec
limits for the safety of people [1]. They have also been used to derive standards for the measurement assessments [2,3]
absorption of the EM waves in tissue has to be evaluated. Measurement is invasive while simulation can give 3D car
of absorbed power. However, absolute results are required and it can be very challenging when the environment is no
known. Confidence in the models is a key issue, in particular, when health issues are concerned.

2. Which models?

Different EM models can be derived. First, according to the system’s size in terms of wavelength, different approxima
Maxwell equations can be used: quasi-static when the size is small compared to wavelength, asymptotic high frequen
the size is large compared to wavelength. When the size is comparable to the wavelength as it is the case for a mo
close to a head, full-wave techniques are used. The classical techniques, Finite Element Method (FEM), Method of
(MoM), Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) are applicable. However, the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) [4,5] i
technique of choice, as it is able to tackle a large grid comprising realistic and highly heterogeneous models of hum
coming from MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging). Each model has its range of validity, using it out of its scope is a
error in the (mis)use of a model.

However, the higher the fidelity to the reality, the higher the computational cost (Fig. 1). This means that simpler mo
be useful for dedicated purposes. For example, instead of modelling a realistic head and mobile phone, it could be in
to simplify this as a sphere with a half-wavelength dipole. Firstly, simpler cases can give more insight in the phen
parametric studies may be easier, thus giving high qualitative and pedagogical values to them. Secondly, they can pro
accurate analytical results for validation of numerical EM models as shown below. Another example is provided at t
end of the radio link of a mobile network, i.e., base station antennas. In this case for compliance purposes, the inciden

Fig. 1. Fidelity/reality versus computation cost.
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Fig. 2. Examples of human bodies meshes: unstructured/FEM (left), structured/FDTD (right).

field has to be evaluated for comparisons to limits. A model based on far field gain can be a fast and overestimatin
compared to a more accurate near field model. Models giving bounds are useful for quick prototyping and first analys

Returning to full-wave EM models, after that a model has been properly verified, the major issue is convergenc
solutions with respect to mesh refinement or series truncation. This leads to a convergence error of the numerical m
bioelectromagnetics, FDTD is perfectly suited for tissue modelling with its orthogonal grid. However, the drawback is
casing error of curved geometries. Brute force refinement is not practical. Thus, subgridding techniques have been in
[6–11] and lately, new conforming FDTD [12], FEM or Finite Volume [13] are studied in order to improve the accurac
respect to geometry details. Fig. 2 shows examples of unstructured and structured meshes for human bodies.

Validation is essential to qualify a model. It can be done by comparison with canonically known analytical solutio
tercomparisons between codes or methods and more desirable comparisons with measurement. A benchmark has b
out between France Telecom (FT) and Deutsche Telekom (DT) in the framework of a Eurescom project. FT uses its
uniform FDTD code and DT uses the commercially available code MAFIATM based on Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [1
which is very close to FDTD. To compare the results given by the different programs, a limited number of canonical pr
designed to have dimensions similar to those of the human head have been used by the two groups and the specific
rate (SAR), electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields results compared. Commonly used in bioelectromagnetics, the SAR m
the power absorbed by tissues, its unit is W/kg and can be calculated from theE field as:

SAR = σ |E|2
ρ

whereσ (S/m) is the conductivity andρ (kg/m3) is the density of the tissue. The case of a homogeneous sphere illumina
a plane-wave of 10 W/m2 (Fig. 3), whose electromagnetic solution is given by Mie, has been selected since it allows not
inter-comparison between tools, but also a comparison to an exact solution. The sphere representing the head has ar of
0.1125 m (i.e., diameter= 0.225 m) and the centre of the sphere has been located at the centre of a cell. The dielectric pr
of the sphere are those of the brain given by the FCC web site [15]: relative permittivity isεr = 45.7691, and conductivity is
σ = 0.769 S/m at 909 MHz (nominal 900 MHz), and respectivelyεr = 43.6068,σ = 1.1355 S/m at 1764.7 MHz (nomina
1800 MHz). The field and SAR values are compared at 6 locations. Different types of grids are used: different grid s
and uniform and graded meshes (Fig. 3). A sample of the results is shown in Fig. 4. For DT results, the mesh is 1 m
area of interest and larger in areas not of interest. There is no graded transition. FT#1 results use DT mesh. FT#2 res
a non-uniform mesh with smaller mesh size of 1 mm. FT#3 results use a uniform 1 mm mesh. These results are com
the Mie solution. At the point 3 (Fig. 3), which is the closest to the surface, the difference is around 10% for 5 mm non-
mesh, while it is less than 4% for 1 mm non-uniform mesh.
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Fig. 3. Sphere illuminated by plane wave alongy-axis: (a) reference points 1= (0,0,0), 2= (0,5,0), 3= (0,11,0), 4= (5,0,5), 5= (5,5,5),
6 = (5,7,5); (b) non-uniform mesh of the sphere.

Fig. 4. Comparisons of SAR versus Lab and location at 1764.7 MHz.

At this point, it is worth mentioning that although measurement is considered as a reference, it has its own errors an
In electromagnetics, the EM fields can be measured with probes or antennas but they are of finite size which tend to a
results. When measuring SAR within phantom for compliance testing, the probes are not calibrated to measure ver
the interfaces between the equivalent liquid and the phantom shell [16]. For environmental in situ measurement of the
induced by base station antennas, multipath propagation conditions make the field highly variable in time and spac
order to have reproducible measurements, special spatial averaging methods are needed [17].

3. Confrontation with reality

When an EM model has been validated, the discrepancies between prediction and reality are coming from the in
i.e., the sources, the geometry and material properties of the objects. The main limitation is then the estimation of
parameters. The output of the model is observables that are meant to replace actual measurements. Fig. 5 shows a d
model with its inputs and output and the sources of uncertainties.

Regarding observables, they are global or local. Local observables are direct EM fields, solutions of Maxwell equa
derived locally as local SAR which is defined as the integration of point SAR over 1 g or 10 g of tissues. These observ
more sensitive, dependent of the mesh refinement and difficult to compare. Global observables, such as total absorb
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Fig. 5. Model as a transfer function. Fig. 6. A sphere illuminated by a dipole.

Fig. 7. Comparisons of local SAR versus frequency, mesh size and thick/thin source.

power budget, whole body SAR (i.e., the total absorbed power in the body divided by weight) present a better agreem
reality as they can sometimes be shown as variational quantity with respect to the fields.

Quality of an EM model can be also assessed through its ability to give first qualitative results which is the m
requirement, then incremental or distribution kind of results, and finally absolute value results. For example, cons
radiation pattern of an antenna, if you consider a 3D view of it, the information is essentially qualitative. Then one ca
normalized radiation pattern with respect to angle. The distribution is often achieved. Finally the agreement has to co
with the absolute gain. The definition of metrics is very important for the comparison [18,19]. In the comparison of the a
value of absorbed power by tissues from a source, the normalization of the field values may be either done by the sour
or voltage or by the emitted power.

Source modelling is indeed crucial when absolute values are needed as the source itself has to be as close as pos
reality. However, the excitation can be arbitrary provided that post-processing can be used to correct the results. Typi
approach is carried out when EM system parameters, like S-parameters, are needed. So called de-embedding tech
for measurement are applied in simulations [20,21]. Within the benchmark between FT and DT, the case of a dipole
a sphere has also been tested (Fig. 6). FT uses a voltage source within the gap of the dipole. DT uses a current so
variations are also different: a pulse for FT and a sinus for DT. As usual with FDTD, harmonic results are obtained by
transform. The results are normalized relative to the emitted power, which corresponds to reality. Although the EM
linearly dependent on the current or voltage, the normalization to the current or voltage is not supported in the real c
Furthermore, results are more difficult to compare because the impedance or admittance which are related to the
very sensitive to the source modelling. Fig. 7 shows the comparisons between FT and DT results for local SAR at poi
1 mm mesh size is non-uniform while the 5 mm is uniform. The wire of the dipole is either a thick model, 1-cell thick m
a simple thin-wire model where the tangential component along the wire is forced to zero. The most important differenc
for the 5 mm mesh at 909 MHz. The lack of information about the internal components of installed base station antenn
the evaluation of human exposure in their vicinity uncertain from the source. In order to get very accurate antenna mod
on measurement, inverse problem solutions can be built from the knowledge of the 3D radiation pattern [22].
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Fig. 8. (a) Phone positioning, cheek and tilt positions; (b) SAR distributions for cheek and tilt positions.

Dielectric properties of the objects in a simulation may be not very well known too. Radiopropagation or human e
in the urban environment comprising buildings, rooftops, chimneys are typical examples. A remedy is to optimize the d
parameters such that the prediction is close to measurement [23]. Therefore, a kind of calibration of the model is do
interactions of radiowaves with human bodies, dielectric properties of the tissues vary versus individual and age.

Finally, the geometry can lead to uncertainties. The retrieval of geometry from CAD files for meshing and simulat
known issue. The relative positioning of a mobile phone and a head is being carried out in an international level coo
by IEEE SCC 34: SAR estimation using computational methods. Different labs are calculating the defined positions an
will be compared (Fig. 8(a)). The interactions of EM waves with human bodies depend on morphology. Mobile pho
widely used by all, including children. Important questions are raised about the nature and degree of absorption by
as a function of their age and their morphology. A research program has been set up to investigate these question
Moreover, the position of a human body can modify the distribution and absorption of EM waves: raising the arm
standing or sitting is like modifying the height of an antenna.

4. Uncertainty management

The uncertainties or variabilities of the input parameters lead to uncertainties or variabilities of the results. Howe
uncertainty can be propagated through the model. Indeed, it is the strength of simulation that one can play ‘what if’ s
give sensitivity analysis, reliability or yield analysis. Then such analyses can be related to risk assessment for decision
This means quantifying not only the value of some prediction, but also the error bounds and confidence levels assoc
such predictions. A first illustration is the case of mobile phone positioning in the IEEE work discussed previously. F
shows the SAR distribution for tilt and cheek positions. The outcome will be the variation of SAR between the positi
also the repeatability of the results across different labs.
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In the definition of a standardized method for compliance testing [2,27], simulation has been advantageously used t
the harmonised measurement protocol. In order to test mobile phones, SAR is evaluated within a phantom which s
representative of a human head. The shape being defined, the dielectric properties of the filling liquid in which a
displaced to measure the distribution of SAR has to be defined. The equivalent liquid, which is homogeneous, has t
about the same value for the peak SAR than in a real heterogeneous head. The SAR is evaluated by varying the condu
permittivity of a homogeneous liquid and compared to the results of a heterogeneous head with or without ears. Fig
two slices of the 2-D surface of SAR versus the 2 parameters at 1800 MHz. Values indicated on the figures are the
of SAR for 10% variation of conductivity or permittivity. The SAR is more sensitive to conductivity than to permitt
conductivity variations are about 2 times those for permittivity. Variations of SAR over 1 g are about 2 times those ov
It is also shown that matching the SAR in homogeneous liquid with a heterogeneous model with an ear is difficult with
variation ranges of the parameters.

Instead of defining a new equivalent liquid for testing mobile phones when they are body worn, comparisons a
between the homogeneous medium and layered media representing the torso of a human body, in different parts
The different multilayer structures have been extracted from Visible Human [28]. In case of an incident plane wave,
is assessed using a simple analytical multilayer model to build the histogram of the SAR values with the different mu
(Fig. 10). The arrow in the right hand figure corresponds to the homogeneous result. A factor 2 is found to be sufficien
to overestimate all the heterogeneous results. In this case, with the simple and fast model, a Monte Carlo approach c
used to study the SAR variability versus the variability of multilayers thicknesses.

Fig. 9. (a) SAR versus conductivity; (b) SAR versus permittivity.

Fig. 10. SAR statistic distribution for different multilayer structures.
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Table 1
Scaled human body models of different shapes

Model numbering Height (m) Weight (kg)

11 1.598 48.85
12 1.598 63.84
13 1.598 84.84
21 1.741 58.98
22 1.741 75.77
23 1.741 100.70
31 1.882 67.76
32 1.882 88.55
33 1.882 117.67

Fig. 11. (a) SAR versus human body volume; (b) maximum ambient field versus human body volume.

A last example is given here with the influence of human body shape on the whole body SAR which is a part of the
project. From statistical data about the height and Body Mass Index (BMI) of individuals, a whole body model is de
BMI is a measure of body proportion, used medically as a clinical indicator of underweight, correct weight, overwe
obesity, defined as

BMI = m/h2

for body massm and body heighth. A BMI under 18 is considered an indicator of being underweight; a BMI between
and 25.0 is the normal range; a BMI of 25.0 to 29.9 is considered an indicator of overweight and a BMI greater
indicates obesity. The mean height is 174.1 cm and the standard deviation is 7.1 cm. The retained value for minimum,
maximum BMI are 19.13 kg/m2, 25 kg/m2 and 33.22 kg/m2. This range of variations enables the building of 9 scaled mo
of Zubal human body [29]. Two times the standard deviation is taken for the height. See Table 1. Different incident w
illuminating the different size models at 100 MHz: plane waves from the front or the side and an array of 2 dipoles. Fi
shows the results for the whole body SAR with respect to the volume of the different bodies. The variation is quite sm
expected the higher is the volume, the higher is the weight and the lower is the SAR. Knowing the SAR for a given
field level, the inverse useful relation, giving the level of ambient incident field above which the absorption exceeds th
of safety recommendations (Fig. 11(b)).

5. Conclusion

Computational electrodynamics is a rapidly evolving field which is more and more used in engineering analysis and
However, uncertainty estimates are required, specially when interactions with the environment are involved. This is th
the analysis of EM wave interactions with the human body, where a purely deterministic approach integrates more a
probabilistic and stochastic elements. Uncertainties induced by the lack of knowledge of the environment have to be
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in order to manage them and eventually to evaluate and manage risk. In the same time, deterministic models have to
convergence of the numerical methods with larger and larger models. Estimation of convergence error and mesh
needs to be developed. As well, techniques to estimate uncertainties, to calculate model from uncertainty, are to be d
The coupling in simulation tool of measurement derived model and computational model will help the predictions to ag
the real life world. The propagation of uncertainties need more sophisticated methods than pure and brute-force Mo
simulations, which are not practicable, even though computing power also progresses rapidly.
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